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Abstract 
For three decades Schur complements have seen increasing applications in linear 
algebra, often as abstractions of Gaussian elimination. It is known that they obey certain 
nontrivial identities, such as Crabtree and Haynsworth’s quotient property. We began 
this work asking if there were a theory for deciding their properties in general. 
Lambek’s Categorial Grammar is a deductive system formalized in 1958 by Lambek 
as a mathematical foundation for a syntactic calculus of language. We show that 
Categorial Grammar gives a deductive system for deriving identities obeyed by LU- 
and UL-decompositions, Gaussian elimination, and Schur complements. 
At first impression this seems to be a strange result, connecting two unrelated topics. 
In retrospect, though, it is a consequence of the way both use quotients. It may have 
applications in developing grammatical formalisms and numerical algorithms. 0 1998 
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Krynorck Schur complements; Quotients: Categorial grammar; Categorical grammar; Lambek 
calculus; Gaussian elimination: LU decomposition 
1. Introduction 
Although Schur complements are mentioned in almost every modern text on 
computational linear algebra, and have deep connections to the theory of 
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quotients over modules and homological algebra, their literature is less than 30 
years old and still very incomplete. For example, Crabtree and Haynsworth [7] 
first noted the ‘quotient identity’ for Schur complements (discussed below) in 
1969, and there have been many papers relating them to generalized inverses. 
Beyond Cottle’s 1974 survey [6] we have found no general characterization 
of identities obeyed by Schur complements. 
Categorial Grammar is a simple yet powerful kind of formal grammar, in 
ways akin to Chomsky’s Context Free Grammar, that has been inspirational 
in computational linguistics. It developed from work of Ajdukiewicz published 
in 1935 [l], with improvements by Bar-Hillel in 1953 [2], ch. 5. (In 1951 Evans 
independently developed a similar axiom system, without associativity, for 
word problems, loops, and groupoids [8].) In 1958 Lambek [15] extended Cat- 
egorial Grammar into a complete formal system (a syntactic calculus with a de- 
cision procedure), an outcome of his “observation that a notation which was 
useful in two branches of algebra, module theory and ideal theory..., could also 
be applied to the study of sentence structure in natural languages” [17]. Good 
historical summaries of work on Categorial Grammar, Lambek calculi, and re- 
lated formal systems are Bar-Hillel’s book [2], chs. 6, 8, the edited volume [21], 
and the recent survey by Moortgat [20]. 
In studying Schur complements and Gaussian elimination [24-261, we no- 
ticed that matrix decompositions using Schur complements (and thus the de- 
compositions obtained with Gaussian elimination) obey the rules of 
Categorial Grammar. The purpose of this paper is merely to sketch various 
ways of applying Categorial Grammar, and to illustrate their potential in rea- 
soning about Schur complements. 
2. Schur complements 
2.1. Terminology 
Definition 1. The submatrix of A with rows il, . . . , ip and columns j,, . . . , j4 (in 
that order) is denoted A[il, . . , ip 1 j,, , . , jq], and consists of the indicated 
elements of A: 
. . r : : @pJ, alpj2 “. aip.jq 
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For example, the submatrix of A with rows 3, 2 and columns 1, 3, 1, 4 is 
65 
A[3,2/ 1,3, 1,4] = u31 
021 
Also, when p = 0 or 4 = 0 the submatrix is 1 by convention, so A[ 11 = 1. This 
convention is natural here, since for matrix direct sums the empty matrix (the 
0 x 0 matrix) is the identity. 
For any subsequence a of 1, . . , n, A[cc(r] is a principal submatrix of the n x n 
matrix A. 
For 1 <k<n,A[l,... :kll, . . . . k] IS a leading principml submatrix of A. 
For 1 < k < II. A[k, . . nlk, . . . n] is a truiling principul suhmatri.u of A. 
Definition 2. If X and Y are square matrices, define 
Y a X iff Y is a nonsingular leading principal submatrix of X 
X r> Y iff Y is a nonsingular trailing principal submatrix of X 
Definition 3. 
x 0 
xey= ( 1 0 Y 
is the matrix direct sum of square matrices X and Y 
Thus 1 %X = X @ 1 = X. Also, if Y is nonsingular, Y a( Y @X) and 
(X@ Y) r>Y. 
Definition 4. An n x n matrix A is nondegenerute if all principal submatrices are 
nonsingular, i.e., det A[a(x] # 0, for every subsequence x of 1 i ~ n. 
Throughout this paper we will require all matrices to be nondegenerate. This 
requirement is not as restrictive as it may seem, since any nonsingular linear 
system Ax = b can be transformed to an equivalent nondegenerate system 
kx = & via appropriate random matrices [24,26]. 
2.2. The Schur complement und its properties 
Emilie Haynsworth pioneered interest in the Schur complement in a series of 
papers published between 1968 and 1974 [5,7,10-12,221. Cottle [6] surveys 
various places where Schur complements turn up, including determinantal 
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x k I’ Y _a x 
Fig. 1. The Schur complement of a trailing or leading principal submatrix Y in X. 
identities, pivoting, inverse matrices, inertia, etc. See also [13], pp. 17-23. Here 
we use a definition in which the ordering of rows and columns is significant. 
Definition 5. If a nondegenerate matrix X has block decomposition 
X= 
so that A a X and X r, D then: 
the trailing Schur complement of D in X, written (X/D), is 
(X/D) = A - BD-‘C, 
and the leading Schur complement of A in X, written (A \ X), is 
(A \ X) = D - CA-‘B. 
Schur complements can be understood pictorially. In Fig. 1, the dotted out- 
lines in the diagrams delimit the complement of the submatrix Y in X, if for 
example the off-diagonal blocks are zero. (Nonvisually oriented readers can ig- 
nore these figures without really losing anything, but they are handy on occa- 
sion, especially in reasoning about block matrix decompositions later.) 
Lemma 1 (Schur’s identity for determinants [27]). rf 
X= 
so that A<IX and Xr>D, then 
det X = det(X/D) det D, 
det X = det A det(A \ X). 
These identities are readily derivable with a block LU decomposition of X. 
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Lemma 2 (Quotient property of Schur complements). Ij’X is u nondegenerute 
matrix such that 
are block decompositions with A” g A 9 X and X r> D r> 022, then 
(X/D) = ((X,‘D~2),‘(DID~~))~ 
(A \X) = ((AII \A) \ (AII \X)). 
This was proven in [7], using Schur’s identity for determinants (Lemma 1). 
The proof is complicated. Another proof by Ostrowski [22] is also complicated. 
Brualdi and Schneider [4] give two simple proofs based on determinantal 
identities and Gaussian elimination. 
2.3. Guussiun elimination and Schur complements 
In its basic form, Gaussian elimination is a sequence of transformations to 
an n x n square matrix A = (ui,), reducing it to upper-diagonal form in n steps. 
It can be defined equationally, with the initial assignment ai;’ = a,, and the 
recursive definition of uj;kL’) for 1 < k < n - 1: 
r 
0 i 2 k+ l,j = k. 
(ktll a,, = a!5 ‘I 




U!“J I/ otherwise. 
Often this definition is viewed as summarizing a program that implements 
Gaussian elimination. However, in this paper, the definition is viewed as a 
set of equations, with no ‘roundoff error’. Gaussian elimination is typically im- 
plemented with for-loops in a program requiring n(n’ - 1)/3 assignments alto- 
gether: 
fork=1 ton-l do 
for i=k+ 1 ton do 
begin 
???ik : = Uik t Ukk; 
for j=k+ 1 ton do 
Uij: = Uij - m;k X Uk, { Uj;’ - U/f’ e ULt’ X Ut’ } 
end 
Starting with A (‘) = A iterations of the outer loop compute Ackt’) = (a@+“) for 
l<k<n-1, except ihat as written above the program does not zero the 
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elements of A below the diagonal in the first k columns. (These elements are in 
precisely the same positions as the multipliers mik, so many implementations 




m3i m32 1 
. 
m,i mn2 mn3 ... 1 





such that A(“) = U and A = LU. Gaussian elimination works only when the c$’ 
are nonzero, for 1 < k < n, which holds when A is nondegenerate [25]. In this 
paper we do not consider pivoting, or other extensions of Gaussian elimination 
for degenerate matrices. 
Definition 6. Let A(l) = A and, for 1 <k < n, 
A(~+I) - @Ack+‘)[(k + l), . . ,nl(k + l), . . ,n], 
i.e., A@+r) is the (n - k) x (n - k) submatrix (a$+‘)) where 1 <k < i, j 6 n. 
Theorem 1. If A is an II x n nondegenerate matrix, then 
A(k+lI = (A[l,. . ,kl 1,. . . , k] \ A). 
Equivalently: ay’) = (A[1 ,..., kll,..., k]\A [l,..., k,ill; . . . . k,j]). 
Proved in [9,25]. Thus every result of Gaussian elimination is expressible as a 
Schur complement. 
Corollary 1. IJ’A is an n x n nondegenerate matrix, then 
A(k+l) = ((a$') \A(k)), 16k < n. 
This identity combines Lemma 2 (the quotient property) and Theorem 1. It 
gives an incremental algorithm for computing Ack+l): 
Acl): = A; 
fork=1 ton-l do 
begin 
This is exactly Gaussian elimination. 
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3. Lambek’s Categorial Grammar 
In Categorial Grammar, words are assigned “categories”, which are intend- 
ed as “types”, in the philosophical sense attributed to Aristotle and Kant. We 


















Each type is a functional pattern, describing the role or effect of the word in 
a sentence. The word “Gauss” is a Noun Phrase. Verbs such as “slept” yield 
sentences when composed with noun phrases, so intuitively they have a type 
like “NP k S”. In Categorial Grammar this type is either NP\S or S/NP, which 
also captures insistence on word orderings. Specifically, NP\S maps an immrdi- 
utrly preceding NP to an S, while SINP would map an immediately following NP 
to an S, so the word “slept” of type NP\S yields a sentence if there is a preced- 
ing noun phrase, but not when there is a following noun phrase. 
The preceding/following ordering relation is the precedence relation among 
elements in sequences, and here sequences are constructed using the associative 
‘.’ operator. As an example, (S/NP). NP.(S\S) is such a sequence, and in it S/NP 
has a following NP, and NP has a following S\S. 
Generally a f!‘pe is defined to be either an utomic type (a symbol like NP or 
S) or a compound type (an expression made up of types and the binary opera- 
tors ‘.‘, ‘\‘. and ‘/‘). Natural language categories (verb. adjective, etc.) are 
typically identifiable with a small number of types, and a particular word 
can therefore be assigned more than one type. For example, adverbs like 
“quickly” could be identified with either S\S or S/S. but for simplicity only 
one type is included in the lexicon above. 
Types obey certain laws. For example we would expect adverbs, of type S\S. 
also to be of type (NP\S)\(N P\S), mapping verbs to verbs. Categorial Grammar 
defines reduction laws with which these intuitive subsumptions among types 
can be derived formally, and with which types can be reduced (simplified, or 
parsed). In [17], Lambek gives axioms and rules of inference defining the rela- 
tion ‘+’ on types X, Y, Z where 1 is a special identity type: 
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Axioms (X. 1) =+X 
X+(X. 1) 
(1 .X) *X 
X * (1 .X) 
((X . Y) Z) =+ (X . (Y Z)) 
(X.(Y.Z))*((X.Y).Z) 
Rules of inference ifX+YandY+Z then X + Z 
if (Y.Z)=kX then Y + (X/Z) 
if Y * (X/Z) then (Y.Z) +X 
if (Y.Z) =kX thenZ+ (Y\X) 
ifZ* (Y\X) then (Y . Z) + X 
From these rules ‘+’ can be seen to be reflexive (the first two axioms and first 
inference rule giveX + X), and transitive (first inference rule). Categorial Gram- 
mar is sometimes defined differently, but this definition is suitable for our needs. 
With this formal system we can derive many interesting laws. For example, 
using A and B as type variables instead of X and Y to avoid confusion, we can 
derive the so-called ‘type raising’ law 
A =+ ((BIN \ B) 
in the following way: 
1. B/A + ((B/A) . 1) axiom: X+ (X. 1) 
2. ((B/A). 1) =+ B/A axiom: (X . 1) * X 
3. B/A =+ B/A l.&2.&rule: ifX+YandY+ZthenX+Z 
4. ((B/A) . A) =+ B 3. &rule: if Y + (X/Z) then (Y.Z) +X 
5. A * ((B/A) \ B) 4. & rule: if (Y. Z) =sX then Z + (Y \X). 






(X/Y) . y 
Y.(Y\‘J? 
(X/Y) . (Y/Z) 
(Z\Y)~(Y\W 
(Z\-VIY 










y/v \ Y) 
(Y/X) \ y 
(~/Z)/(Y/4 
(X/Y) \ (X/Z) 
(Z\Y)\(Z\X) 
(Z\X)/(Y\X). 
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For example, the four quotient laws are derivable directly from the composi- 
tion laws with the rules of inference. 
In addition, we can derive rules of inference, including [17], p. 303: 
if Y =+ Z then (X Y) + (X Z) 
ifY=+Zthen(Y.X)+(Z.X) 
if Y + Z then (X/Z) =+ (X/Y) 
if Y + Z then (Y/X) + (Z/X) 
ifY+Zthen(Z\X)+(Y\X) 
ifY+Zthen(X\Y)+(X\Z). 
It is convenient to use these derived laws and rules of inference in order to 
parse a sequence of words by reducing it to the type ‘sentence’ (represented 
above by ‘S’). The following example shows how this can work, repeatedly 
using the derived rules of inference, the indicated derived laws (on the under- 
lined subexpression), and transitivity: 
Gauss solved the linear equations quickly 
NP NP\(S/NP) NP/N N/N N s\s 
+Tomposit~ion NP NP\(S/NP) NP/N N S\S 
*Application NP NP\(S/NP) - NP S\S 
*Associativlty NP (NP\S)/NP NP S\S 
=+ Application NP V”‘\S) s\s 
*Quotient NP PP\S) (NP\S)\(NP\S) . 
*Application NP NP\S 
*Application S 
In other words, this derivation gives the sketch of a proof that 
NP.NP\(S/NP).NP/N.N/N.N.S\S=+S 
A categorial grammar for a language is the syntactic calculus above, along with 
a lexicon that assigns types to individual words in the language. With this 
grammar we can introduce a suitable definition for sentences in terms of types. 
For example, usually sequences of words (w, w? w,) whose lexical types 
Xi. . ,A’,, satisfy (Xi X2 .X,,) + S are called sentences of the language. 
By now the reader will have gotten the drift here ~ clearly there is a strong 
parallel between Schur complements and Lambek’s Categorial Grammar. The 
question is how to formalize the connection. 
One answer is simply to ignore the matrices per se, and focus only on sub- 
matrix indices, which are sequences like the sequences of words above: e.g., 
.4[1(1] = (A[1,2,3/1,2,3] /A[2,3(2,3]). Th’ is is a direct connection, and we 
will return to it in Section 8. 
Another answer is to view an individual matrix as generating a set of its 
‘block unit diagonalizations’, which are block diagonal matrix decompositions 
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using Schur complements. These sets have a natural quotient structure like that 
behind Categorial Grammar. 
4. ULU decompositions and ULU classes 
Definition 7. An n x n block unit lower triangular matrix L has form 
for some 1 <m -c n, where I, is an m x m identity matrix, and M is an 
(n - m) x m arbitrary matrix. Similarly, a block unit upper triangular matrix 
U has form 
(I7 3 
The block matrix 
X= 
has the block unit UL diagonalization (X/D) $ D, and the block unit LU 
diagonalization A 63 (A \ X), provided A and D are square and nonsingular. 
These definitions reflect the following decompositions: 
= (X/D)$D, 
= A@(A\X). 
For example, the matrix 
i 
2 3 5 
x= 3 5 7 ) ) 1 2 3 
with determinant 1 has the following block unit diagonalizations: 
7: 
(X/x[3]3])~~~X[3]3]= 2/3 ( ‘I  $3 3) 
(X/X[2.3]2.3])@X[2.3(2:3] = 
This diagonalization process can be repeated on submatrices. until the re- 
sults are diagonal. Fig. 2 diagrams the set of block unit diagonalizations for 
the matrix X. showing how they are derived. Notice each member of the set 
has the same determinant. Also the diagonal matrix D in the LDU decompo- 
sition of X is the fifth matrix on the bottom row. 
These recursive block unit diagonalizations ultimately yield a (recursive) 
block LU- or UL-decomposition. Although traditionally 
LU- or UL-decompositions exclusively, here they can be 
example: 
one uses either 
interleaved. For 




-1 I 1 










541 I 1 i 315 I 1 l/5 41 
) 
The final decomposition P7IW here is very like an LDU- or UDL-decomposi- 
tion, but instead of V and W having a triangular pattern. they have what we 
could call a ‘UL/LU’ pattern. 
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Fig. 2. ULU diagonalizations of a matrix 
Definition 8. A ULU diagonalization, Y of a nondegenerate matrix X is a 
matrix that can be obtained from X in zero or more block unit UL or LU 
diagonalization steps. 
We say a square nondegenerate matrix X determines a ULU class [Xl, de- 
fined by 
[X] = {x /x is an ULU diagonalization of X}. 
Specifically, X E [Xl, and the diagonal matrix D in the LDU decomposition 
of X is also in [X]. Fig. 2 shows the entire set [X] of 11 ULU diagonalizations 
for the matrix X above. 
Lemma 3. Every member of a ULU class [X] has determinant det X. 
Proof. LU- and UL-diagonalizations always leave the determinant undis- 
turbed. 0 
5. ULU classes obey categorial grammar 
Both leading and trailing Schur complements define natural quotient opera- 
tors on ULU classes, and matrix direct sums define a natural product operator. 
Formally, let M be the semigroup of matrices under the (associative) multi- 
plicative operation ‘@‘. Then three operators can be defined on ULU classes 
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1x1 CE [Y] = {x cl3y E MIX E [X],y E [Y]} 
P4lP7 = (2 E WVY E [Yl>Z@Y E P-l> 
[Y]\[X] ={zEM]VyE [Y],y@zE [Xl}. 
For example, IfX is as in the previous example. so X k (3), then [X1/[(3)] is the 
class 
Pw[(3)1 = { ( lj: ;)i3)(’ ,,3)(li3 11). 
Notice that [X1/[(3)] = [X/(3)]. 
Theorem 2. ULU classes obey the laws of Categorial Grammar. That is: XI und 
X2 are Categorial Grammar expressions (involving only the three operators 
above, the empty matrix ‘I’, and variables universally quantljied over the *space of 
square matrices) such that Xl ==+ X2 iff Xl und XI are matrix expressions 
involving Schur complements and direct sum such that [Xl] 5 [X2]. 
Proof. First, ULU classes obey the axioms, where the empty matrix ‘1’ is the 
identity under direct sum and ‘=x’ is ‘c’. The axioms ([Xl 8 1) = [Xl, 
(1 $ [Xl) = [X],and(([X] &?I [Y]) $ [Z]) = ([Xl @ ([Y] $ [Z]))areeasytoestablish. 
Second, ULU classes obey the following inference rules as well: 
WI 43 [Y] 2 [Z] iff [XI C [Zl/[Yl. 
[Yl @ 1x1 C [Z] iff 1x1 C [Y] \ 121. 
This is a consequence of the fact that ULU classes define the ideals of a ring, 
and as Lambek notes [17], p. 298, the ideals of a ring always obey the laws of 
Categorial Grammar. 0 
A simple pictorial summary of Theorem 2 is possible. Fig. 3 portrays vari- 
ous properties of ULU classes, where Y and Z denote specific block submatri- 
ces of X, and ‘X1 + X1’ means ‘[XI] 2 [X2]‘. 
6. Determinants of Schur complements obey categorial grammar 
If ‘+’ has interpretation ‘have equal determinants’, Schur complements 
obey Categorial Grammar. 
Definition 9. A matrix expression involving Schur complements and direct sum 
is well-formed if in every subexpression (X / Y) both X and Y denote matrices 
such that X k Y, and in every subexpression (Y \ X) both X and Y denote 
matrices such that Y dX. 
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x/y; I 
El Y/Z : x/z : X I Z 
z Y x 
Ed : Z\Y z\x lY\X 
Z X P ; Z\X/Y I 
Y 
-I 
(X/Y) (Y/Z) =+ (X/Z) (z\y)~(y\w*(z\x) 
(X/V k (X/Z)/Y/Z! (Y\X) =+ (Z\Y)\(Z\X 
(Y/Z) * (X/Y) \ (X/Z) (Z\Y) =s (Z\X)/(Y\W (Z\X)/Y* Z\(X/Y) 
XkYDZ ZaYoA' zox, XDY 
Fig. 3. Lambek’s Categorial Grammar relations. portrayed as properties of ULU classes. 
Theorem 3. Determinants of Schur complements obey the laws of Categorial 
Grammar. That is: $X1 andX2 are well-jkmed Categorial Grammar expressions 
such that XI +X2 then Xl and X2 are matrix expressions involving Schur 
complements and direct sum such that det XI = det X2. 
Proof. If the matrix expressions Xi and X2 are well-formed, then they denote 
specific matrices Ai and AZ. We claim that Ai E [Xl] and A2 E [X2]. This can be 
proven by inductively establishing (on the size of the expression) each of the 
following relations: 
w~yl=~~l@~yl, 
FlYI c m/PI 
[Y \A c PI \ WI. 
For example in the base case where A is the value of (X / Y) where X and Y are 
matrices for which X r> Y (so (X / Y) is well-formed), then because 
[X]/[Y] = {z E M/Q E [Y],z@y E [Xl} specifically A E [X]/[Y], and thus 
[Al C [Xl/[Yl, i.e., [X/Y] C [X]/[Y]. 
Therefore [Al] c [Xl] and [AZ] C [X2], so in particular Al E [XI] and AI E [X2] 
as claimed. By Lemma 3, every element of [X1] (resp. [X2]) shares the common 
determinant value det Xi = det A1 (resp. det X2 = det A*). But by Theorem 2, 
[Xi] C [X2], so det Xi = det X2. 0 
7. One-sided Schur complements obey categorial grammar 
It is natural to hope Theorem 3 could be strengthened to an ‘if and only if’ 
statement, so that det X1 = det X2 implies Xl + X2. Even more ambitious, it 
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would be nice if Categorial Grammar could be related with Schur complement 
rnutrices, rather than Schur complement determinants. This hope is encouraged 
by the example above, in which [X1/[(3)] = [X/(3)]. Moreover, we have identi- 
ties like the quotient property (Lemma 2) which match quotient reduction laws 
of Categorial Grammar. 
Unfortunately Theorem 3 is no longer valid as an if and only if statement, 
and is also invalid if we omit the ‘det’s from its statement. In particular. al- 
though it is true that 
det(X/(A \X))=detA. 
in general Schur complements do not satisfy the type raising law, i.e., 
(X/i‘4 \ X))#A. 
For example, with the matrices 
, A= 
(xl(A \x))=W(l))= (I1 A) f.4. 
The basic problem is that a matrix 
has both the UL-diagonalization ( X / D ) 13 D and the LU-diagonalization 
A 3 ( A \ X ), but the inference rules 
if (Y9-E) +X then Y+ (X/Z) 
if Y + (X/Z) then (Y ~SI 2) + X 
where ‘+’ means ‘is a ULU diagonalization of are valid only for the UL-di- 
agonalization. In particular, although 
‘A 3 (A \ X) is a ULU diagonalization of X’ is true 
generally 
‘A is a ULU diagonalization of (X / (A \ X))’ is false. 
However, consider the following ‘one-sided’ fragment of the Categorial 
Grammar theory intended for use with Schur complements, where ‘+’ means 
‘is an LU diagonalization of: 
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Axioms 
Rules of 
(X69 1) =Fx 
X*(X631) 
(169X) =+X 
X =+ (1 @X) 
((x@Y)@z)*(x@(Y$z)) 
(X@(Y@z))*((xEDY)@z) 
(X/X) =+ 1 
((Xl Y) @ Y) + X (provided X k Y) 
ifX+YandY+Z then X + Z 
Inference if (Y 6E Z) * X 
if Y * (X/Z) 
ifY=+Z 
ifY*Z 
then Y + (X/Z) (provided X kZ) 
then (Y $ Z) + X (provided X k Z) 
then (XEE Y) + (X@Z) 
then (Y @X) =+ (Z@X) 
By design, these rules address only LU-diagonalizations, and cannot produce 
the confusion above. 
Theorem 4. Schur complements obey the one-sided axioms and inference rules 
above (a fragment of the Categorial Grammar theory). Spectfkally: tfX1 and X2 
are expressions such that XI 3 X2 with the axioms and inference rules above then 
Xl and X2 are matrix expressions involving Schur complements and direct sum, 
and Xl is an LU diagonalization of X2. Furthermore, tfX1 does not involve direct 
sum, then Xl = X2. 
Proof. The first statement follows since each axiom and inference rule holds of 
LU diagonalizations. When Xt does not involve direct sum, it denotes a full 
matrix (in general). Since Xi is a diagonalization of X2, it must then also be the 
case that XZ is full, and Xl =X2. 0 
With these axioms and inference rules, we can derive the Schur complement 
quotient law 
((A/C)/(B/C))=(A/B) (providedAoB,Br>C) 
(Lemma 2) in the following way, without resorting to complex block matrix 
formulas: 
1. (B/C)%JC*B 
axiom: X/Y @ Y + X (provided B e C) 
2. (A/B) @ ((B/C) @ C) =+ (A/B) @B 
l.&rule: if Y+ZthenX@Y+X@Z 
3. (A/B) @B*A 
axiom: X/Y @ Y + X (provided A r> B) 
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4. (A/B) $ ((B/C) @ C) =+ A 
2. & 3. & rule: if X + Y and Y =? Z then X + Z 
5. ((A/B) @ (B/C)) @ c =+ (A/B) E ((B/C) @ C)) 
axiom: ((X CE Y) @.Z) * (X@ (Y BZ)) 
6. ((A/B) @ (B/C)) @ C =+ A 
5. & 4. & rule: if X + Y and Y + Z then X + Z 
7. ((A/B) @ P/C)) =+ (A/C) 
6. & rule: if Y $ Z + X then Y + (X/Z) 
8. (A/B) =+ ((A/C)IP/C)) 
7. & rule: if Y CB Z + X then Y =+ (X/Z). 
The final consequent 
(A / B)is an LU diagonalization of ((A / C) / (B / C)) 
actually yields the quotient law equation since the left side does not involve di- 
rect sum. Notice also that the seventh step of the derivation above gives the 
composition law 
(A/B) 6 (B/C). 1s an LU diagonalization of (A/C) 
_ a potentially ‘new’ property of Schur complements. 
Many other properties follow from these axioms and inference rules. For 
example 
(A 8 (B / C)) is an LU diagonalization of ((A 6~ B) / C) (provided B t> C) 
is derivable in the following way: 
1. (B/C)@C+B 
axiom: X/Y @ Y + X (provided B p C) 
2. A 9 ((B/C) cl? C) =+ A @B 
l.&rule: if Y+Zthen X@Y=+XBZ 
3. (A 8 (B/C’)) @ C =+ A cE ((B/C) @ C) 
axiom: ((X @ Y) 69 Z) * (X cE (Y @ Z)) 
4. (A$(B/C))$C+A$B 
3. & 2. & rule: if X =+ Y and Y + Z then X + Z 
5. A 9 (B/C) =+ (A @ B)/C 
4. & rule: if Y 8 Z + X then Y 3 (X/Z). 
Studying this property suggests that the rules are not yet complete: the proper- 
ty should yield an equation, yet the converse does not appear to be derivable. 
Still, the converse holds only provided that B r> C. 
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8. Indexed Schur complements obey categorial grammar 
So far we have focused on Schur complements with respect to leading and 
trailing principal submatrices. This can be generalized to permit arbitrary prin- 
cipal submatrices. 
Definition 10. We define a set of indices E & { 1, . , a} to denote an increasing 
sequence, and the complement Cc of c( in { 1~ . . , n} to denote the increasing 
sequence of indices not in x. 
For any n x n matrix X, and any subset M of { 1,. . n} such that X[cc / LY] is 
nonsingular, the indexed Schur complement of X[cc / a] in X is 
(x/x[alX]) = (X[XIFi] -X[EIX]. (X[ulu])-’ .X[ujE]). 
Categorial Grammar arises again in this context, because we can treat in- 
creasing sequences as sets of indices, and sequence complements as set comple- 
ments. Let ‘1’ denote the empty set, let CI, [j, 1’ be variables denoting arbitrary 
subsets of a finite set of indices 4 = { 1. . ? n}, and let the Categorial Gram- 
mar operators denote the following operators on sets: 
Theorem 5. Simple index expressions obey Cutegorial Grammar. Spec$cally: ~1 
and u2 are expressions of Cutegorial Grammar such that al + c12 ifSu1 and u2 are 
expressions involving the three operators above that denote subsets of a finite 
ordered set of indices 9 such that crl > ~2. 
Proof. With the operators having the interpretation above, subsets of indices 
obey all the axioms, provided that ‘1’ denotes the empty set. They also obey the 
rules of inference, since they satisfy the properties 
a. j3 2 y iff M 2 r/b. 
~./I27 iff P>z\~. 
They thus give a model of Categorial Grammar. ??
By extending the argument above so that we write X[a ) LX] instead of a, and 
change the operator denotations accordingly, we find indexed Schur comple- 
ments also obey Categorial Grammar. 
Lemma 4 (Schur’s identity for determinants). Zf M and /I are disjoint, then 
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Proof. This is derivable from LU decomposition of X[a . p ( x . a], which finds 
the diagonal entries 
Fw4-‘~Mb1). 0 
of U to be X[ai~] and (X[bIj] - X[p]x] 
Brualdi and Schneider [4] have characterized a wide class of determinantal 
identities as a prime ideal generated by an intuitive set of elementary identities. 
It would be interesting if Theorem 5 and Lemma 4 could be extended to some- 
thing like this, asserting that Categorial Grammar gives a complete theory for 
determinantal identities involving indexed Schur complements, i.e., produces 
all possible determinantal identities. 
An alternative to indexed Schur complements is to retain the unindexed 
Schur complements defined earlier, but allow identical permutation of rows 
and columns of X, so that the matrix can be reordered to place any desired 
principal submatrix in the upper left corner. Some authors have proposed in- 
corporating permutation into Categorial Grammar, motivated by better mod- 
eling of natural language. Sometimes permutation is incorporated by adding 
the equivalence 
(X/Y)=(Y \ X), 
but refinements of this simple approach have also been proposed [14,18]. 
9. Concluding remarks 
This paper has studied several natural connections between Schur comple- 
ments and Categorial Grammar, and shown how Categorial Grammar can 
lend perspective on LU decomposition and Schur complements. For example, 
Fig. 3 suggests identities satisfied by Schur complements, and Categorial 
Grammar makes it possible to derive the quotient property of Schur comple- 
ments without complex matrix manipulations. It should be possible to expand 
this connection in several ways, perhaps including the following. 
9.1. Mutrix and Mutroid theory 
The results above hint at more fundamental connections between general 
Categorial Grammar and Schur complements. In particular: 
Duals, Adjoints, and Inverses: Reversal has an important role in formal 
grammar, and we can introduce a dual operator on matrices defined by 
XR = RXR where R = (Q) is the reversal permutation defined by 
r’,I = 1 if i = (n -j+ I), 0 otherwise. Then 
(X @ Y)R = (YR @XR): 
(X/Y)R = (YR \X”), 
(X \ Y)R = (Y”/X”). 
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Also there are several matrix adjoints ‘*’ that have the following slightly differ- 
ent properties: 
(X @ Y)* = (X” CB Y*), 
(X/Y)* = (X*/Y*), 
(X \ Y)* = (X* \ Y*). 
For example, these identities hold when ‘*’ is either matrix transpose or Her- 
mitian adjoint (conjugate transpose). Finally various properties also hold for 
matrix inverse: 
(X $ Y))’ = (P $ Y-l), 
(X/Y)_’ \x-’ = y-1, 
P/(Y \X))’ = Y-l. 
Recent work in Lambek systems has considered the use of unary operators. 
For example, Moortgat [19] introduces modal operators with the following 
new rules: 
if oX+ Y thenX+ OY, 
if X + gY then OX + Y 
In addition, he considers the effects of including a variety of modal axioms, in- 
cluding among others the distributivity postulates 
0(X/Y) =+ (DWI(OY)> 
0(X. Y) * (OX) . (OY), 
resembling the adjoint identities above. 
Minors and Matroids: Generalizations of both the preceding ideas have been 
studied in the framework of matroids. Specifically, Oxley ([23], ch. 3) reviews 
related results of Tutte [28] on ‘minors’ of matroids. Any matrix X defines a 
matroid M of linearly independent sets of columns of X, and the complements 
of these sets define the dual matroid M’. If T is a set of columns of X, the nat- 
ural quotients satisfy the identity 
M/T=(M* \ T)‘; 
and minors of the matroids can be defined that capitalize on this duality. 
9.2. Gaussian elimination practice 
The Schur complement has gradually gained recognition as a useful tool 
in various aspects of matrix analysis. The results collected in this paper help 
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summarize why, and suggest it may be interesting to have Gaussian elimination 
generate ULU decompositions, rather than just LU decompositions. That is, 
let a UL/LU (ULU) decomposition X = VYFV of a matrix X give a diagonal 
matrix Y and a pair of matrices V and W resulting from recursive block unit 
LU- or UL-diagonalization. The increased flexibility of being able to select ei- 
ther LU or UL decomposition dynamically could conceivably permit fast ma- 
trix decomposition with better roundoff properties than ordinary LU 
decomposition. 
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